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The function model of a contraction and the space U/H^ 
BELA SZ.-NAGY and CIPRIAN FOIA§ 
Recently, new techniques were invented for obtaining invariant subspaces for 
rather general classes of operators on Hilbert space, see [2]—[5]. The present note 
constitutes a first step to exploit similar techniques in the understanding of the 
fine structure of the functional model, in the sense of [1], of completely non-
unitary contractions. 
1. Recalling the canonical model of a completely non-unitary contraction on 
a separable Hilbert space we consider a contractive analytic function {(£, , 0 (A)} 
on the unit disc D = {X: |A|-< 1}; © and being separable Hilbert spaces. Setting 
A=A(e")=(/— 0(e")*0(e"))1 /2 we define the Hilbert function spaces 
(1.1) = i f 2 ( e y © i § = ft+e{0M>©dw: wiH2(<&)} 
(see [1], Chapter VI). will denote orthogonal projection of 5\+ onto 
We shall also have to do with spaces L1, H1, H^, H°°, all with respect to nor-
malized Lebesgue measure dm=dtl(2n) on the unit circle {e": 0^/<2tt}. Recall 
that H°° is the Banach dual of the factor space L1/^, through the bilinear form 
</', «> = / / " dm (/6 L\ u € H~), 
/ ' denoting the natural map of L1 onto (see e.g. [6]). 
With any (ordered) pair {h, k} of elements of H we associate the element hk* 
of L1 defined by 
(1.2) hk*(e") = [h{e"), k(e>0)fc9. (0 s t < 2n). 
For sake of simplicity we shall also write, for any /GL1, 
ll/ILVtfS instead of | | / ' | |£i / J fi , 
and scalar product and norm of vectors without subscript will always mean those 
in the space fj-
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2. With the operator valued function {(£, , 0 (A)} we associate the multi-
plication operator 
(2.1) 0 X : H\<&) - # 2 ( C y defined by (0xu)(e") = 0(eu)u(e") (u£H2(<£)) 
and its adjoint 0* (i.e. the coanalytic Toeplitz operator denoted in [6] by T(0~)); 
we have 
(2.2) №)( « " ) = [0(e»yu(e<')]+ 
where [•]+ denotes the natural orthogonal projection of any (scalar or vector valued 
function space) L2 onto its subspace H-. 
Observe that for any fixed n£D the function 
(2.3) P№) = (1-PX)~1 
belongs to H2, and has norm 
\\P^m = ( 1 - M 2 ) " 1 / 2 -
It is easy to deduce from (2.2) that 
(2.4) 0*x(p„a)=pfl0(jiya for any <76®*. 
The following functional t]e on H2 will play an important part: 
(2.5) ri9(cp) = inf sup s(cp, a), where s(<p, a) = 11 (= 0 if (pa = 0) 
and 4> denotes the family of subspaces of with finite codimension. 
Obviously, rje(ccp)=r\e{(p) for any complex number c^O. By virtue of (2.4) 
we have, in particular, 
(2.6) Va(Pv) = inf sup I i e 0 0 * « l l « 
In what follows we shall assume that is infinite dimensional. 
Lemma 1. Given any sequence of elements of H2 there exists an ortho-
normal sequence {a„}" in (S+ such that, 
( 2 . 7 ) s((pp a„) s r]e((pj) + -I- for j = 1, 2 , . . . , « ; n = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Proof . By virtue of the definition (2.5) there exist 0 = 1,2,...; « = 1,2,.. .) 
such that 
sup s((pj,a) t]e(<pj) + —. 
0 6 » , n n 
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Set 
*„ = ( V & M 1 («=--1,2,. . .) . 
I S j S n 
ISmSn 
Clearly, and 2Inc9IJ>m (1 s§/=an, l^m^n). From the last inclu-
sion we infer 
s u p s{<Pj, a) ^ sup s(<pj, a) tirie (<pj) + . 
Choose inductively a sequence {¿z„}~ of unit vectors in such that a„£ll„ and 
that a„ be orthogonal to a l s ..., a„_1 (n=2, 3, ...). Then we shall have (2.7.) 
Notice, for further use, that each infinite orthonormal sequence weakly con-
verges to 0. 
3. A subset if of the (open) unit ball 2) of H2 will be called dominant if 
(3.1) sup ||[u(p]+||H2 = ||i/||H~ for every u£H°°. 
This is an obvious analogue of that a subset S of the unit disc D be dominant 
in the sense of [8], namely that 
(3.2) sup|«Gu)| = ||M||h- holds for every u £ H ~ . 
ItiS 
Moreover, if S is dominant in D in the sense (3.2) then 
(3.3) ^ s = { i - l H T V ^ s } 
i 
is dominant in ^ i n the sense (3.1). Indeed, SPscz@ is obvious and in analogy with 
(2.4) we easily obtain 
- P^uifi) for u£H°° and n ^ D . 
Hence, 
(3.4) ¡ [ « ( I - H T V J + I I h ^ ! " ^ ) ! 
so validity of (3.2) for 5 implies that of (3.1) for £fs. 
L e m m a 2. If ¡P is dominant in the unit ball 3) of H2 then the convex hull of 
the set 
(3.5) { № ) ' • ( p ^ ^ i ® ) 
is dense in the unit ball of L1/H^. 
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Proof . If not, there exist in the Banach dual H°° of V-\H\ an element u and 
a unit vector / in L1/Hg such that 
(3.6) R e ( / ' , u) > sup R e ((i¡/(p)', u) = s u p s u p \ fu<p & dm I = 
ViST VtST <¡,£9 ' J 1 
= s u p s u p I f [ u < p ] + i p d m \ = sup||[w(j(r] + | | H . . 
if being dominant in S the last member equals ||w||H», and hence is g R e ( / " , u>, 
in contradiction with the strict inequality in (3.6). 
4. For fixed cp£H2 and we denote 
(4.1) (poa = P^ya® 0). 
It is easy to show that 
(4.2) (poa = (c,pa-0[0*cpa]+)®(-A[0*(pa]+). 
For any h=h0®h1£% (h0£H2(<£*), /z^Z/^G)) we have therefore 
(4.3) ( .poa)/ ,* = <p(a, h ^ - ( 0 [ 0 * <pa] +, /¡0)gt - (A [0*q>a] + , = 
= P C M ) » . - ( [ © > « ] + , 0 * / i o + J / i 1 ) g , 
where the last term belongs to since 
(4.4) h2¥L0*ho + Ah1iL\<£)QH2(<£) 
because of the definition (1.1) of 
Therefore, 
(4.5) ( ( p o d ) h * =tip(a, / / 0 ) g t m o d / / 0 l . 
It also follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that 
(4.6) h{<poaf = ((poa)k* = y{h0, a\it-(h2, [0*(pa]+)e. 
Suppose {a„} is a sequence of vectors in G*, tending weakly to 0. Then by (4.5) 
and by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
\\{(poa„)h*\\LiIHl == ||<p(an, h0)eJLi s \\(pl\H* [ f \(a„Me")f dm]1'2 - 0 (n - 0). 
We shall also show that ll/zOpoOILVJ^®- Since ||<p(/z0, an)eJL1~0 by part 
of the preceding argument, by (4.6) it suffices to prove that 
(4.7) \\(h2, [0*(pan]^\\Ll-0 a s n ~ 0. 
It even suffices to prove (4.7) for (p=e'" (/•=0, 1, ...). Indeed, (4.7) then holds 
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CO 
for all partial sums (pN(ei!) of the L2-expansion <p(e'') = 2 cre'r'> and since {a„} 
o 
is bounded, say we have, setting ^N — V—VN' 
(4.8) | \ (h 2 , [0*tNan]+)e||Ll = /\\KU\W4>NanUkdm = 
^ H^2llL2((S)ll[®*,AiVan]+llL2'(g) = 
and this bound is independent of n and as small as we wish upon choosing N large 
enough. 
Now to prove (4.7) for <p=eirt (rsO) observe that if 0 ( / ) = 0 o + ; . 0 1 + ; . 2 0 2 + ... 
then we have 
[0(e't)*e'"an] + = i ^ . y ^ a , , 
j = 0 
and hence, 
.1 r 
II(h2, [0*e»<an\+\\\Li = / 2 (e->jt6:-A, 
lj=0 
dm, 
which tends to 0 as n—0, again by the weak convergence of {«„} to 0 and by the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. 
So we have proved, in particular, 
Lemma 3. If {a„} converges to 0 weakly in then for any (p£H2 and h£$y 
we have 
K(poa„)h*\\Li,Hi^Q, \\h((poany\\Li/Hia - 0 as n - _ 
We shall also need the following 
Lemma 4. For all cp, ij/£H2 and we have 
(4.9) | | ( ^ o a ) ( < p o a ) * - ^ M | J i V „ x s W M | 0 * <pa\)H;mMe t . 
Proof . By virtue of (4.5) and (4.2) we have 
(il/o(p)((poa)* = <p(a, (pa — 0[0*(pa]+)<itmodHq. 
Because 
||<Ka, 0 [ 0 * < H + k | | t x = \ m M M E J O * x 
(in:analogy to (4.8)) we conclude to (4.9). 
5. Next we prove the following 
Lemma 5. Suppose is (countably) infinite dimensional and suppose h, k£Sj; 
(p1, ..., <pr, \j/lt ••., ilsrdH2, and E > 0 are given. Then there exist h', k'£$> such that 
( 5 : 1 ) 
1 L1/Hi i 
(5.2) h a t ^ 2 UAh, ll*T ^ 2 M* • 
1 1 
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Proof . Let <5>0 be fixed and choose by virtue of Lemma 1 an orthonormal 
sequence {a„} in (S* such that 
||6> *x <PjaJH*M = ( l e C ^ j ) + \\<Pj\\h* f o r j = l , ...,r a n d n s r . 
Hence, and from Lemma 3 we deduce that for n large enough, say for and 
for 7=1, ..., r we have 
(5.3) \\0*x<Pjan\\H*m^(le(<Pj) + S)l\<Pj\\H* 
and 
(5.4) M<Pj°aJ*h*iHl = s> Kh°^)k*\\L i I H l s 5. 
Again by virtue of Lemma 3 we can choose, step by step, the integers (n0^)n1~=; 
< « 2 < . . . < n r such that 
(5.5) \№i°a„X(Pj°an)*\\LiIHi 8, W^joa^iOa^W^^ ^ 8 
( j = 1, ..., r\ i = 1, ...,/-1; n a rij). 
Rename a„} by bj (j= 1, ..., r) and set 
(5.6) h' = 2 Wj°bjy, k' = 2 (vjobj). 
i i 
Then we have 
(h + h')(k + k ' y - h k * - 2 t j V j = hk'* + h'k* + h ' k ' * - 2 ^ j V j = 
i i 
= 2 h (cpjobjT + 2 Wj°bj)k* + 2 iWjobjXcpjobj) - il/j'tpj] + 
i l l 
+ 2J2\Wi°bd{<Pj°bjrH*j°bj)(<ptobd*\ = Q. J = l i = l L J 
Taking account of (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), and Lemma 4 we deduce that 
l|0|lL»/*i r8 + r8 + 2 + + 
so we arrive at the conclusion (5.3) by choosing 5 small enough, namely such that 
[ ( K r + O + i l l ^ V I W l H a J i s e . 
Finally, (5.2) follows at once from (5.6) and (4.1); e.g., 
P T = I k ( 1 «A A © o ) == 2 <l>jbj 2 = 2 W j , tdmibj, bdSt = 2 I W f 
because of orthonormality of {bjW. 
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R e m a r k . The pair h', k' can obviously be replaced by any of the pairs h(n), k,n) 
(«=1, 2, ...) defined by 
(5.7) A<"> = 2 №j°bj+n), k^ = 2 (VjobJ+n). 
; = i j = I 
Then, for every / £ § , 
/O/JW*, h™l*, IkW, 
tend to 0 in £ 7 # o as «-<-00. 
6. Now we are going to establish the main result of this paper. 
Theorem. Suppose {(£, 0(A)} is a contractive analytic function, with separ-
able (£, and dim 0^=°°, and suppose that for some 9, 0 < 9 < 1, the set 
<?= {cptH*: |M|Ha = 1, r,e(<p) ^ 9} 
is dominant in the unit ball S) of H2. Then 
{(hk*y : h,k£9)} = I}/Hl 
i.e. every fdL1 has a representation 
f = hk* m o d Hi with h,k£$. 
Proo f . Consider an /€£* with H/HZZ/HO—V0 ; it does not restrict generality 
to assume v„=l. Choose a number (O such that 3<co< 1 and set vs=cos, 
ES = —J— COS; then 
(6.1) vs+1 = 9vs + 2es. 
Setting h0, h_!, k0, k_t=0 (in §>) we are going to prove that there exist hs, ks£$> 
(5=1,2, ...) such that 
Wf-hXWutHl = vs 
(6.2) ( 5 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
W h s - h ^ f S VS_X, I f e - t l l l ^ V ^ 
This being obvious for 5=0 we shall proceed by induction. Suppose hs, ks 
have been already found for 5 = 0 , ...,g, satisfying (6.2), and perform the step 
q—q+1 as follows. Set 
(6-3) f = f-h,k*-, 
then U/'llii/flo—vq by (6.2) for s=q. It now follows from Lemma 2 that there exist 
<Pj£ST, with 2 c, = l and 
(6.4) / ' - ZCjVqtjVj 
J= 1 
/ 
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On the other hand, from Lemma 5 it follows that there exist 
hq+1=hg+h', kq+1=kq+k'i% such that 
(6.5) 
and 
hq+ik*q+1 - h„k* - Z cj VqtjVj 
i=i 
¿\\ywtj\\H4]^q<Pj\\mrie((Pj) + £q ^ ÉcjVqS + sq = vqS + eq 
7=1 
(6.6) \\hq+l-hqII2 ^ Z W Y w M * ^ v №q+i-kq\\2 ^ 2\\YW<PJI\* s v 4 . 
j=1 . J=1 
Because of the relation 
f-hq+1k*+1 = ( / ' - i j C j v q j ^ ) - [ h q + 1 k * q + 1 - h q k * q - £ c ; v , i j / j , 
from (6.4), (6.5) and (6.1) we deduce 
(6-7) \\f-hq+1k*q+1\\LriHi ^9vq + 2eq = v f + 1 ; 
and (6.6), (6.7) yield (6.2) for the hq+1, kq+l just defined. The construction by induc-
tion is thus established for all s. 
From (6.2) now follows that hs, ks converge (strongly in § ) to some limits h, k, 
and that hsk* converges in LX\H\ to / ' . Since hs—h, ks-»k obviously also imply 
\\hsk*—M*||Li— 0 we conclude that \\f—hk*\\Li/Hi = 0; thus completing the proof 
of the theorem. 
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